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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent Scientific/Mathematic
that our One and Only LORD
due to

Signs

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 Certainly,

We have created all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, the most critical "Universal Gravitational Constant"
which keeps our whole Universe together and intact,
from the very beginning, in this most specific respect now here =41/11)
based upon a PreciseMEASURE

(=biQadarin)

(which is essentially "19" coded, from the very beginning, here =74/2630)

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, regarding that most critical "Universal Gravitational
Constant" which keeps our whole Universe together and intact,
from the very beginning, in this most specific respect now again here =41/11)
and also within their own selves/bodies,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53
=========================

So now, let us clearly see here

So now, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive Chapter/Verse No. (=41/11),
in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
in which this most critical "Universal Gravitational Constant"
has thus strongly been indicated by our LORD

ALLAH therein,

first of all, now here thus:
==========
11 Then

HE turned (HIS Attention) to the Sky (=i.e. whole Universe) and

it was smoky (=i.e. due to all of those galactic & intergalactic nebulae therein),
and said to It and to the Earth:
Come both of you (=i.e. all of those heavenly Bodies/Galaxies, and also the Earth therein),
"attractingeachother" (="tawan") or "repellingeachother" (="karhan"),
they said: We have come "attractingeachother" (="taieena")! (due to that most critical
"Universal Gravitational Constant" as it is perfectly Decreed by HIM, from the very Beginning,
therein above.)

QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter/Verse No. 41/11
==========

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
So, now let us clearly see
the precise Value of this most critical "Universal Gravitational Constant"
here:
= 6.67 × 10−11 N⋅m2 /kg2
i.e.
= 6.67 × 0.00000000001 = 0.0000000000667 N⋅m2 /kg2
___________________________________________________
*please, certa瞼nly note that
accord瞼ng to the latest measurements 瞼t may st瞼ll vary between
from

6.672... × 10−11

to

6.675... × 10−11

http://phys.org/news/201504gravitationalconstantvary.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_constant
so we w瞼ll thus r ghtfully and most essent ally take 瞼t 瞼nto account above as:

6.67 × 10−11

=

0.0000000000667

N⋅m2 /kg 2

___________________________________________________

And here is the Summary of the huge importance of this precise Value of
this most critical "Universal Gravitational Constant" above:
http://quake.stanford.edu/~bai/finetuning.pdf
VVVVVVVVV
Consider also the strength of Gravity.
When the Big Bang occurred billions of years ago, the matter in the Universe was randomly distributed.
There were no stars, planets or galaxies—just atoms floating about in the dark void of space.
As the Universe expanded outwards from the Big Bang, Gravity pulled ever so gently on the atoms,
gathering them into clumps that eventually became Stars and Galaxies.
But Gravity had to have just the right force—
if it was a bit stronger, it would have pulled all the atoms together into one big ball.
The Big Bang—and our prospects—would have ended quickly in a Big Crunch.
And if Gravity was a bit weaker, the expanding Universe would have distributed the atoms so widely
that they would never have been gathered into Stars and Galaxies.

that they would never have been gathered into Stars and Galaxies.
The strength of Gravity has to be exactly for Stars to form.
But what do we mean by “exactly”?
Well, it turns out that if we change "Gravity" (=i.e. that Universal "Gravitational" Constant above:
=6.67 × 10−11 N⋅m2/kg2
by even a tiny fraction of a percent—enough so that you would be,
say, one billionth of a gram heavier or lighter—the Universe becomes so different that
there are no Stars, Galaxies, or Planets. And without Planets, there would be no Life!
***********

Finetuning of the Universe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDMpWcf4ee0
VVVVVVVVV
Fred Hoyle (British astrophysicist) says:
"A common sense interpretation of the facts suggests that a SuperIntellect has monkeyed with physics,
as well as with chemistry and biology,
and that there are no blind forces worth speaking about in Nature.
The numbers one calculates from the facts seem to me so overwhelming as to put this conclusion
almost beyond question!"
Michael Turner, (astrophysicist at the University of Chicago and Fermilab), says:
"The precision (taking into consideration especially and also that Universal "Gravitational" Constant above)
is as if one could throw a dart across the entire Universe and hit a bulls eye "one millimeter in diameter"
on the other side!"

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
So now, here is that
most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No. above (="41/11")
in which this most critical "Universal Gravitational Constant"
has thus most Wisely and perfectly been Indicated by our LORD

ALLAH therein

above (="41/11")
in such a "Most

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS"

perfect Manner,

now here thus:
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____________________________________________________________
*First of all, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No.
in

(=41/11)

QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,

now here again, openly and clearly, thus:

Chapter No.

41 / Verse No. 11
V

thumma Astawa ila alsamaai wa hiya dukhanun
faQala laha walilardi: atiya "tawan" aw "karhan"
qalata: atayna "taaieena!"

ﺙﻡ ﺍﺱﺕﻭﻯ ﺍﻝﻯ ﺍﻝﺱﻡﺍء ﻭﻩﻯ ﺩﺥﺍﻥ
ﻑﻕﺍﻝ ﻝﻩﺍ ﻭﻝﻝﺍﺭﺽ ﺍﺉﺕﻯﺍ ﻁﻭﻉﺍ ﺍﻭ ﻙﺭﻩﺍ
ﻕﺍﻝﺕﺍ ﺍﺕﻯﻥﺍ ﻁﺍﺉﻉﻯﻥ
Then HE turned (HIS Attention) to the Sky and it was smoky,
and said to It and to the Earth: Come both of you,
"attractingeachother" or "repellingeachother,"
they said: We have come "attractingeachother!"

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

69

=

in total
total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

5068

=

in total
===================
*Please, certainly note that

)ﺉ
rightfully as two letters (=at the top of it:  ءand at the bottom of it: )ﻯ
for/in both of these two words above (= ﻁ ﺍ ﺉ ﻉ ﻯ ﻥ
&
)ﺍ ﺉ ﺕ ﻯ ﺍ
we have thus taken this unique compound letter into account above (=

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, in this most specific respect above,
in the first place.
===================

_________________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
Chapter/Verse No.

41/11

Then HE turned (HIS Attention) to the Sky and it was smoky,
and said to It and to the Earth: Come both of you,
"attractingeachother" or "repellingeachother,"
they said: We have come "attractingeachother!"
(=thumma Astawa ila alsamaai wa hiya dukhanun
faQala laha walilardi: atiya "tawan" aw "karhan"
qalata: atayna "taaieena!")

V

V

V

"Letters"

"Universal Gravitational Constant"

"G.Value"

0069

0.0000000000667

5068

>

>
or/and

"G.Value"

5068

"Universal Gravitational Constant"

0.0000000000667

<

"Letters"

0069

<
And Then

"Letters"

+
"G.Value"

"Universal Gravitational Constant"

5137

0.0000000000667

^
or/and
"G.Value"

+
"Universal Gravitational Constant"

0.0000000000667

"Letters"

5137

^
And Then
finally
"ChapterVerse"

"Universal Gravitational Constant"

41 11

0.0000000000667

^
or/and

"Universal Gravitational Constant"

0.0000000000667

"ChapterVerse"

41 11

^

=

=

19
19

x ...

=

x ...

=

19
19

x ...

x ...

=

19

x ...

=

19

*Please, certainly note that
(0069 =

in the first Case above:

and then, in the second Case above:
and then, in the final Case above:

(5068 =

5068)
0069)

(5137 =

5137)

(41

11

=

41 11)

all of these numbers above have thus legitimately and rightfully been placed
in perfectly equal digits (=i.e. all of them 4 digits = 4 digits),
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner,
also in this most specific respect above, in the first place,

by all of these absolutely most Superb and matchless

perfect "Creation Designs" of our One and Only LORD ALLAH (=4/166170)
here again

(72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!

V
V

V
V

=========================
28 ... for HE has encompassed all that is with them,
and

HE has preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, that most specific "Universal Gravitational Constant" above:

0.0000000000667

N⋅m2 /kg2

from the very beginning) as/in "Numbers" (="Adadan")!

VVV
29 For We have preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)
(=i.e. thus also and especially,
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No. above ("41/11")
in which
this most critical "Universal Gravitational Constant"

x ...

has thus most Wisely and strongly been Indicated by our LORD

ALLAH,

from the very Beginning, therein above ("41/11")
as/in a "SCRIPTURE" (="KITAABAN").
(specifically, based upon Number

"19"

again, from the very beginning,

here: 54/49 = 41/53 = "41/11" = 74/2630, 31)

"QURAN TESTAMENT" 72/28 = 78/29
=========================
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===============
9 Say: Would you indeed reject the ONE

Who has created the Earth in twoDays,

HIM?
(Though) this is (the One and Only) LORD of the Worlds (=9/31
and (continue to) ascribe rivals/equals to

10 And

& ......)!

HE placed therein stabilizers from above it, and HE blessed therein and perfectlymeasured therein

all its provisions in fourDays, equitably for all who would ask.
11 Then

HE turned (HIS Attention) to the Sky (=i.e. whole Universe) and

it was smoky (=i.e. due to all of those galactic & intergalactic nebulae therein),
and said to It and to the Earth:
Come both of you (=i.e. all of those heavenly Bodies/Galaxies, and also the Earth therein),
"attractingeachother" (="tawan") or "repellingeachother" (="karhan"),
they said: We have come "attractingeachother" (="taaieena")! (due to that most critical

"Universal Gravitational Constant" as it is perfectly Decreed by HIM, from the very Beginning,
therein above.)
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it on our "19" coded Tables above, in this Final Age now.)
12 Then

HE has decreed them as seven heavens in twoDays, and HE inspired to every heaven its affair.

And

We have adorned the lowest heaven with lamps (=i.e. galaxies & stars), and for/under protection.

Such is the PerfectMeasurement of thus especially, due to/on the left side of those

"19" coded Tables above now "The Mighty,"
thus especially, due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now

"The Knower."

___________________________
* "1 Day" is equal to "1000 Years" in the Sight of our LORD

ALLAH (=22/47);

hence this Creation in "6 Days" = "6000 Years" in total in these Verses above (=41/912)
may clearly refer to the "Conceptual Creation" of our whole Universe, by our LORD
just before the initiation of

ALLAH, in the very Beginning,

HIS "Actual Creation" of the Universe therein,

so immediately after this "Conceptual Creation" above, the "Actual Creation" of our whole Universe will start
by the Command of our LORD

ALLAH through Big Bang therein,

and will perfectly progress in such an awesome "Cosmic Evolutionary Creation" Miracle therein,
which has been going forward for/about 13.7 billion years, from the very Beginning until now, and will still be going forward
by this most Wise and perfect Decree of our LORD

ALLAH here (=21/30

& 71/1315 & 51/47 & .......).

117 Originator of the heavens and the earth,

HE decrees a Command (=e.g. the "Conceptual Creation" of the heavens and the earth in "6 Days" = "6000 Years"
by HIM above, in the very first place =41/912),
then HE says to it: "Be," and it (immediately starts to) Be (=e.g. through the "Actual Creation" of the heavens and the earth
by HIM again, through Big Bang thereafter above =21/30 & 71/1315 & 51/47 & ....).
for when

QURAN TESTAMENT 2/117

___________________________

13 But if they (still) turn away, then say: I have warned you of a destruction (=a most specific reference
to this fast approaching Day of "Smoke", and also of those imminent

"Heavenly Requitals" thereafter,

here in this case =44/1016 in this Final Age now)
like the destruction of

"Aad"

and

"Thamud!"

QURAN TESTAMENT 41/910111213
===============
===============
24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.
25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter
(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, at the very beginning, above,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of

ALLAH here =17/88)!

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but exempts those remaining "decimal fractions" (=0.0000000000667 . . .)
here in this respect now from/on the left side of our Tables above

here in this respect now from/on the left side of our Tables above
and It does not letstay (but excludes those remaining "decimal fractions" (=0.0000000000667 . . .)
here in this respect now also from/on the right side of our Tables above
(*because we have rightfully taken into account only those most essential and fundamental
three digits after the "decimal point" (=.......

667 . . .), for/in both cases therein above, from the very beginning)

29 (Thereupon, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,
due to/within each of these most Magnificent and essential
above:
"Letters"

first & second & third Cases

"Universal Gravitational Constant"

>

"G.Value"

>
or/and

"G.Value"

"Universal Gravitational Constant"

<

"Letters"

<

&
"Letters"

+
"G.Value"

"Universal Gravitational Constant"

^
or/and
"G.Value"

+
"Universal Gravitational Constant"

"Letters"

^
&
"ChapterVerse"

"Universal Gravitational Constant"

^
or/and

"Universal Gravitational Constant"

"ChapterVerse"

^
due to/on those "left sides" & due to/on those "right sides" therein above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)
31 And
and

"19"!

We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels;

We did not make their number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected,

so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attainCertainty,
and those who have Faith (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall deeplyincrease (in) Faith,
and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)
and the Faithful (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall never have any doubt,
and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall (still) say:
"What is it that

ALLAH has (really) meant by this "Allegory" (cited above,

within those most specific 2430th Verses above.)

ALLAH sends astray whoever wishes (to go astray) e.g.

Thus,

especially, due to/on the left side

of those "19" coded Tables again above, (=29/47)
and

HE guides whoever wishes (to go guided) e.g.

especially, due to/on the right side

of those "19" coded Tables again above. (=29/49)
And none know the Forces of your LORD except

HIM;

and "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as clearly pointed out in the
above 2630th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all humanity.
*****
54 Indeed, it is (also) a "Commemorative" (="Tadhkira" ) above.
55 So whoever wishes will "takeCommemoration" (="Dhakarahu")
(as clearly pointed out at the very end of Verse No. 31 above.)
56 But none will "takeCommemoration" (="yaDhkuruna") except if

ALLAH wills

(when/if HE finds deep Love and Sincerity and true Inclination towards

HIM

in the hearts and minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place =13/2728).
(For)

HE (Alone) is

especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds due to/on

the left side of those "19" coded Tables again above, 29/47 = 25/7376) The Source of

Salvation,

and especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds due to/on
the right side of those "19" coded Tables again above, 29/49 = 25/7376) The Source of

Forgiveness!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2430, 31, ..... 5456)
=============================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

Our LORD

ALLAH has thus most Wisely and perfectly Informed us about

this most critical and precise "Universal Gravitational Constant"
which keeps our whole Universe together and intact, from the very beginning,
in QURAN TESTAMENT, exclusively, here (=41/11),
(*in connection with this, please, also absolutely see:

and thereby,

25/6

=

41/11

=

35/41)

HE has also most Superbly and awesomely Created

based on this most critical and precise "Universal Gravitational Constant" above

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above),
that we may again absolutely see and perfectly comprehend the Fact that:

HE has created all things in such a "PreciseMEASURE" therein:
0069

0.0000000000667

>

5068

>
or/and

5068

0.0000000000667

<

0069

<

from the very Beginning (=54/49)!

HE has preciselycounted all things as/in "Number" therein:
5137

0.0000000000667

^
or/and

0.0000000000667

5137

^
from the very Beginning (=72/28)!

HE has preciselycounted all things as/in "SCRIPTURE"
(=

"QURAN TESTAMENT") therein:

41 11

0.0000000000667

^
or/and

0.0000000000667

41 11

^
from the very Beginning (=78/29),

in such a "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS"

Perfectly "Symmetrical" MIRACLES (="Dhikra") above (51/"49"

= 74/2630, "31" ),

from the very Beginning (41/53 = 41/11 = 74/2630)!

And thereafter,

HE has also most Clearly and manifestly Informed us about

this Anticipated "SMOKE" and also of these FastApproaching "HEAVENLY REQUITALS" thereafter,
here in this case again =44/1016 in this Final Age now,
that we may absolutely Warn all the Peoples/Nations, on earth, Worldwide,
and Invite them to The TRUTH here, Urgently & Earnestly, in this Final Age now)

QURAN TESTAMENT above,
therein again, in the first place (=41/910111213)!
in

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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